Thanks for choosing Sevenoak carbon fiber slider SK-TXS80.

Limited One-year Warranty

Components

designed for both amateur and professional photographers/

Sevenoak provides a limited warranty that this product is free

1.Belt

video makers. It features a belt-drive system driven by an

from defects in materials and workmanship to the original

included flywheel. The flywheel attaches to the end of the

purchaser under normal use for a period of one (1) year from

slider, providing a handle for smooth and precise hand-

the original purchase date or thirty (30) days after replaceme

3. Supporting feet and tube fixer

cranked slides, even at slow speeds. It also serves as an

nt (the “Warranty Period”), whichever occurs later. Our respon

inertial dampener that helps your camera stop smoothly

4. Camera mounting platform

sibility with respect to this limited warranty shall be limited

for usable tracking shots and push-ins from start to finish

solely to repair or replacement, at its option, of any product

of each take.

which fails during normal consumer use.

SK-TXS80 is a portable and extendable carbon fiber slider

2. Rotating plate

5. Supporting feet and tube fixer
6. Carbon fiber tubes

To obtain warranty coverage during the Warranty period,
The sliding plate features a 3/8” screw which is compatible

contact your place of purchase (”Seller”) to obtain a return

with most tripods heads, besides this, the sliding plate is

merchandise authorization (”RMA”) number, and return to

also built with several extra 1/4” and 3/8” threaded holes

Seller the defective product along with proof of purchase

which enables to you attach other accessories like LED

and the RMA number.

7. Tripod mounting plate

lights, Microphone or monitor etc.
This warranty does not extend to damage or failure which
SK-TXS80 is equipped with four angle adjustable legs with

results from misuse, neglect, accident, alternation,abuse,

height adjustable rubber ball feet which enable you to get

improper installation or maintenance. Except as provided her

the level or canted shot you’re looking for. A built-in bubble

ein, sevenoak makes neither any express warranties nor any

level is available to aid in horizontal alignment. To help

implied warranties, including but not limited to any implied

bring the overall weight of the slider down, SK-TXS80

warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

uses durable and lightweight carbon fiber rails. The carbon

This warranty provides you with specific legal rights, and you

fiber rails not only make the movement quiet and smooth,

may also have additional rights which vary from state to state.
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but also enable you to extend the length of the slider to 1
.2m and 1.6m by only purchasing extra extension rails
separately from Sevenoak.

820mm

Warnings
●

Specifications

Please read and follow these instructions, and keep this
manual in a safe place.

Features
●

Handle the unit with care.

Maximum load capacity: 10kg

1. Carbon fiber and aluminum construction

●

Clean the unit with a soft, dry cloth.

Overall length: 82cm

2. Light weight and durable

●

Use only parts provided by the manufacturer.

3. Quiet and smooth movement

●

Make sure everything is secure before proceeding.

4. Removable rotating plate

●

Make sure the item is intact and that there are no missing

5. Foldable supporting feet

SK-TXS80
Carbon Fiber Track Slider

parts.

6. Built-in screw socket on carbon fiber tubes

●

Do not exceed the maximum load capacity.

7. Extandable with extra carbon fiber tubes

●

All photos are for illustrative purposes only.
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Effective working distance: 58.4cm
Carbon fiber outer diameter: 22mm
Material: Carbon fiber and Aluminum

Instruction
1. Insert the camera mounting platform onto the carbon
fiber tubes as shown in figure 2.
If the camera mounting platform is not able to be inserted
onto the tubes, unscrew the two screws on the rotating
plate as shown in figure 1. Rotate the plate clockwise
to ensure the tubes can go through, then rotate the plate
counter-clockwise till the wheels and the tubes are in
proper position, tighten the screws.
Note: The rotating plate on camera mounting platform is
adjustable, and it is designed to adjust the position of the
bearings on the rotating plate.

Rotating plate locking screws

7. Install the rolling plate onto the fixer as shown in figure 13,
tighten the screw (figure 14) to ensure the rolling plate is
fastened.

2. Loosen the locking screws on one of the supporting feet
and fixer, insert the carbon fiber tubes to the supporting
feet and tube fixer as shown in below figure 4, tighten the
fixer locking screws.
Figure 8

locking screws

Figure 13

Locking screw
Figure 9

Figure 4

3. Loosen the locking screw on the other supporting feet and
tube fixer, insert to the carton fiber tubes to the tube fixer
as shown in figure 5, then tighten the locking screws.

5.2 Get the other side of the belt through another side
of the suppprting feet and fixer as shown in figure 10.
Figure 14

Rotating plate on camera
mounting platform
Locking screws

Figure 10

9. Install the camera onto the slider, it is ready to use now.
We suggest to install a ball head (not included) onto the
camera mounting platform first, then install the camera
onto the ball head, it will enable you to adjust the camera
angle conveniently.

Figure 1

5.3 Fix the belt onto the camera mounting plateform as
shown in figure 11, tighten the screw to ensure the
belt is secured.

Figure 5

Figure 2

4. Now loosen the feet locking screws, then unfold the feet
and adjust them to a position as your desire, then tighten
the screws to ensure the feet are fastend.
Figure 11

6. Install the rolling plate
Install the rolling bar onto the plate as shown in figure 12,
tighten the rolling bar with the included Allen key.

Locking screws
Figure 6

Figure 3

Figure 7

5. Install the belt:
5.1 Get two side of belt through one of the fixer (as
shown in figure 8) and then one side of belt through the
bottom of the camera mounting platform, fix the belt on
the locking screw as shwon in figure 9.

Rolling bar

Figure 15
Figure 12
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